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2010 might go down in history as the year in which sustainability,
quality, habitability, comfort and urban planning become a reality and
the pillars of a grown-up society committed to the surrounding world
that defines it. Porcelanosa Group professionals have researched
new materials, new forms and new possibilities for years. Proof of this is
the leadership of this company within the sector, and the reliability of its
Brands for architects, interior designers and landscapers from all over
the world, who appreciate the high quality and safety of its proposals.
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of life is the challenge, and also the conquest.
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Porcelanosa
a perfect host

Porcelanosa Group and Isabel
Preysler receive actor Patrick
Dempsey and a group of fabulous guests to toast a
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happy 2010. The dinner, celebrated in Isabel’s residence,
was attended by three of her children – Tamara, Ana and
Julio Iglesias Jr., with his girlfriend Charisse Verhaert –
top model Andrés Velencoso and torero Francisco Rivera
Ordóñez and Cecilia Gómez, intimate friends of Porcelanosa
directors. In turn, the Group was represented by Manuel

ABOVE Family photo of the
attendants to the dinner at
Isabel Preysler’s home.
OPPOSITE PAGE Isabel
Preysler poses with
American actor Patrick
Dempsey.

Colonques, President of Porcelanosa, and directors Pedro
Pesudo, José Pascual Pesudo and Antonio López.
The masculine star of the TV series Grey’s Anatomy,
and the second sexiest man alive, according to People
magazine, declared himself impressed by the popularity
and big audiences of the series in Spain, and had beautiful
words for his family, especially his children, of whom he
assured “keep him with his feet on the ground.” In addition,
he expressed his gratitude for being invited to this event,
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which he defined as “a great opportunity”, and
praised Porcelanosa Group: “Porcelanosa is a
wonderful company for the quality and great
finish of its products.”
Isabel Preysler was also an object of praises
from Dempsey, who highlighted the elegance
of his host and her home, and “the fabulous
time I had during the celebration,” on par with
all that Porcelanosa Group and Isabel indulge
us with at all moments. /

CLOCKWISE, FROM
ABOVE Francisco Rivera
shares table with Cecilia
Gómez and Charisse
Verhaert; first actor in the
TV series Grey’s Anatomy,
surrounded by Isabel,
Tamara, Ana and Charisse,
and friendly conversation
among Francisco,
Velencoso, Tamara, Ana
and Cecilia.
LEFT Isabel, accompanied
by all the gentlemen,
including Manuel
Colonques, President of
Porcelanosa.
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CLOCKWISE
The Prince of Wales,
dressed in the traditional
Scottish kilt, captures
the attention of his fellow
guests (from left to right):
Chábeli and Julio Iglesias,
Jr’s girlfriend, Charisse,
and Tamara and Ana;
Chábeli and Ana beside
Elle Macpherson and the
Spanish top model
Andrés Velencoso;
and a piper from the Army
of Her Majesty the Queen
who receives the guests
at the doors of the mansion
Dumfries House,
250 years old.
OPPOSITE PAGE
Manuel Colonques,
President of Porcelanosa,
accompanied by
Elle Macpherson,
Isabel Preysler and actor
Orlando Bloom.

A reception
at Palace

Porcelanosa Group celebrates its 25
years of collaboration with Isabel Preysler
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in a gala dinner organised and presided by Prince Charles of England in
the impressive mansion of Dumfries House in Ayshire (Scotland). The
celebration, which began with a welcome cocktail, was attended by Manuel
Colonques, President of Porcelanosa; the businesswoman and former
model Elle Macpherson; actor Orlando Bloom; the Spanish top model
Andrés Velencoso and four of Isabel’s children: Chábeli, Tamara, Ana and
Julio Iglesias Jr., who came accompanied by his girlfriend, the Belgian
model Charisse Verhaert.
This event, in which the Prince of Wales acted as the perfect host, was to
celebrate the close union that Porcelanosa Group has maintained with Isabel
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CLOCKWISE
A family photograph of
the participants in the
event; Tamara poses with
a strapless dress from
the firm Marchesa and
Ana, with an intense blue
dress designed by Oscar
de la Renta; Charles of
England talks with Manuel
Colonques; the Prince of
Wales with Elle, Velencoso
and Orlando; again Charles
entertains the guests with
his conversation.

Preysler for the last 25 years. In the words of the latter: “Ours has become
something much more important than just a professional relationship. We
are very dear friends, and working together is a real pleasure.”
The evening was spent among friendly and amusing conversations,
and there was time for the guests to get to know different rooms of
Dumfries House, preserved by one of the Prince of Wales’ foundations,
since it was built between 1754 and 1760 for the fifth Count of
Dumfries. The mansion, which stands on 2,000 acres, has an exceptional
collection of rococo-style pieces dating back from the 13th century. /
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HOTEL & HEALTH RESORT FONT VELLA
In the region of La Selva, in Girona, this relaxing hotel can boast
about its architecture, its treatments – several of them use the
beneﬁcial water of the Sacalm springs – and, above all, about its spa,
designed by prestigious professionals from Porcelanosa Group.
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INNER
PEACE
Text: MARIA SEJAS BALDA. Photos: DANIEL BALDA / DR.

Spa Hydra, from SystemPool, with a brimming
system allowing for the
water to pass through a
purifier and come back
to the spa in optimal
conditions. The outstanding
natural light and views to
the garden.
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In the most mountainous area of the region
of La Selva, in the south of Girona, among ilex
and cork oak woods, lies Sant Hilari Sacalm,
which enjoys the natural privilege of having
more than a hundred springs. Sacalm is one of
the best-known sources, and it has waters of
great purity due to their underground origin, as
they flow from the ground without any traces
of chemical or micro-biological contamination
at all. And the Hotel Health Resort Font Vella
(a council project managed by the specialized
Termas Orion Group) has been using them for
one year and a half now, for some of the services
and treatments that it offers. The hotel, a new
icon for the region both for its architecture and
for the beauty of the landscape and the quality
of the treatments offered in its spa, has been
designed by Porcelanosa Group, who has
put its hallmark in state-of-the-art spaces with
technology applied to well-being.
Villa Josefina, a gorgeous manor house dating
from the beginning of the 20th century (used as
a nuns’ residence before) wholly restored and
painted in intense blue, serves as the hotel’s main
entrance and reception. Its corridors with large
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windows and views to the wooded surroundings
lead to the new annexed building: three floors
holding its 26 suites – spacious, bright and fully
equipped.
The firm McOnegal Projects, from Barcelona,
has conducted the design and interior decoration
both in the common areas (reception, reading
halls, restaurant) and in the rooms. Outstanding
are the walls, with wood in mahogany tonalities
and wallpaper with Baroque motifs; in sofas
and curtains, beige, brown and copper tones
prevail, and a distinguished contemporary touch
is noticeable in the Lounge and Ottoman chairs,
from Eames. The entire hotel, including the

CLOCKWISE
One of the reading rooms
at the Hotel Health Resort
Font Vella, with the floor
in bevelled Jatoba, 19.3
x 195 x 0.8 cm, Supreme
Mud, from L’Antic Colonial,
and big windows and
comfortable armchairs;
another reading room
(same flooring) and main
entrance of the Hotel
Balneario, a restored
manor house dating from
the beginning of the 20th
century and called Villa
Josefina.
OPPOSITE PAGE
Corridor of the old
building to access the new
construction where the
rooms are. Floor: Bevelled
Jatoba, 19.3 x 195 x 0.8
cm, Supreme Mud, from
L’Antic Colonia.
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rooms, has a neoclassical style – sober, but very
functional and cosy at the same time. And the
LED lighting installed in the rooms, bathrooms
and headrests give off an intense blue that
invites relaxation.
Now we have arrived at the essence of this
health resort: its spa, entirely designed by reputed
professionals from Porcelanosa Group, and
that has a treatment and massage area, a thermal
circuit, a heated swimming pool and a solarium. In
contrast with many spas that tend to minimalism,
this spa has preserved its materials and colours
in the same style as the rest of the hotel, with lots
of wood and Eames chairs in the reception.
The heated swimming pool has natural light,
which comes through huge window with views to
the gardens and the grove. At night, it is bathed
in beautiful blue light.
For we who love indulging ourselves, both
the thermal circuit, with mineral medicinal
waters specially appropriate to fight obesity and
kidney stones, and the treatments with highlyqualified professionals, are perfect for body and
soul. From exotic Eastern peelings, sea mud
wrappings and milk baths, to the most varied
healing massages, the Health Resort Font Vella
offers a wide variety of well-being and beauty
programmes, both basic and comprehensive,
ranging from one day to one week, lodging
included. Its new 11-day revitalising programme
is the latest thing in anti-aging.
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CLOCKWISE
The chef Federico Pian in
the minimalist garden of the
restaurant Sacalm, in which
he prepares traditional
Catalonian dishes,
exquisitely innovative;
indoor table in Sacalm,
with views from its glazed
wall; a side angle of Villa
Josefina, with a beautiful
electric blue on its façade,
and glazed corridor; finally,
a gastronomic delicacy

prepared with local
seasonal products that are
reinvented into light, fun
and balanced recipes.
OPPOSITE PAGE
Spa Polar, from SystemPool.
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If you want to go on enjoying all your senses,
its restaurant Sacalm is excellent. In a very
luminous space with views to a minimalist
and pleasantly decorated interior garden, chef
Federico Pian, an Italian settled in Girona for
years and who has worked in several Michelinstarred restaurants, offers an exquisitely
renewed list of traditional Catalonian dishes.
Local seasonal products for a fusion of classical
food with current techniques and ideas define
this chef’s light, fun and balanced proposals,
including sautéed artichokes with foie sauce,
cod confit with a veil of olive oil and sweet
potato, and baked pork cheeks with honey and
apple purée. All this accompanied with the best
wines from Catalonia.
Those who decide that the environment is well
worth several extra days can visit the village, in
which life has a leisurely pace, or hike wooded
trails to discover some of the remote water
sources.
Really, the Font Vella Health Resort is a truly
positive experience, a way of joining body and
mind to achieve the greatest well-being (Paseo
de la Font Vella, 57, Sant Hilari Sacalm, Girona;
tel. 972 868 305; balnearifontvella.cat). /

CLOCKWISE
Ice Fountain KRION®,
ultra-versatile artificial
stone, compact and
resistant, which due to its
ultra-white appearance and
its strength and thickness
is perfect for bathroom and
spa spaces; Salus Thermal
deck-chairs, perfect for
resting after the thermal
circuit and pebble walk,
whose bi-thermal spouts
activate blood circulation
in the legs and feet. All
materials are from SystemPool.
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OPPOSITE PAGE
Essence shower, from
System-Pool: The water
falling on the body through
its spout system carries
different essences diluted
in it.
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RALPH
LAUREN
OPPOSITE PAGE
At his home (1986).
CLOCKWISE
In his Double RL Ranch
(1985); in his office (1971);
Ralph Lauren shop in New
Bond Street, London;
the designer in his office,
with a suit from his
Polo label (1971).

Elegance made in USA

Ralph Lauren, an icon of American fashion: a visionary who has been able, and is, to combine to perfection a
mixture of styles in order to achieve a clear corporative image always related to luxury and social status.
24

Text: BLANCA J. DE LA HOZ

The most refined and aristocratic American fashion has had a name and
surname as its unmistakable hallmark for over four decades: Ralph Lauren.
In 1992, no less than Audrey Hepburn, in the speech that she delivered
when receiving her award from the CFDA (Council of Fashion Designers of
America) for her contribution to the ‘fashion’ world, made it clear enough:
“When you say that something is ‘very Ralph Lauren’, everybody immediately
understands what you mean.” Yes, Hepburn was certainly right. His
sophisticated American style – an unusual and delicious mixture of Anglo
Saxon savoir-faire with East Coast comfort and the roots of Western – brings

instantly to the mind of whoever invokes him a distinct colonial image with
native overtones but high doses of elegance. Wow! The best champagne
coloured long satin dresses, tweed tailored suits with a British air, long
dresses with comfortable pockets and streamlined necklines, and elegant
Jodhpur trousers (for horse riding) carry his label. A label proudly sported,
season after season, by his magnificent collections, that draw inspiration
from Parisian cafés, 40s Hollywood or the Russian Revolution, and also
the Western culture. Now 70, this indefatigable designer has rescued
from oblivion Navajo blankets and cowboy belts, and we owe him, among
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CLOCKWISE
Ralph Lauren shop in
South Beach (Miami); the
emblematic shop in the
Upper East Side (New York);
a portrait of the designer; on
holidays with
his family in Saint-Tropez
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many other contributions, the popularisation of
chino trousers, cricket jerseys, Oxford shirts and
worn out blue-jeans: in other words, the outfit
of a whole generation dubbed WASP, that is to
say, the white Anglo Saxon and Protestant elite
made in USA. Born in New York on 14th October
1939, Ralph was already working overtime after
school when he was just 12 years old in order
to afford his suits, and had written down in his
notebook his maximum aspiration for the record:
to become a millionaire. He first started as a
salesman for a tie company, and swapped his
difficult Jewish surname, Lifschitz, for Lauren. In
1967, he launched himself into designing his first
tie collection with an innovative cut of 10 cm.
A year later, and with a loan of $50,000 under
his arm, he founded Polo Fashion. The New
York Bloomingdale’s department store wouldn’t
take long in noticing his creations and opening
a corner for the designer – a revolutionary and
pioneering formula at that time. In 1971, Ralph
opened his first shop, and in 1972, he signed his first collection for women.
That same year, his extremely famous logo was born: a horse polo player.
Embroidered on a simple cut shirt with a range of 24 colours to choose
from, it would become in record time the house bestseller and a real symbol
of social status: an unstoppable phenomenon that has lasted until today.
In 1986, the brand’s flagship shop opened its doors at the junction of
72 Street and Madison Avenue (in New York City). The old Rhinelander

(France) in July 1992.
OPPOSITE PAGE
Two masculine looks from
Ralph Lauren’s collection for
men, which is divided
into three different lines:
Polo, Black Label and
Purple Label; a feminine

look from Ralph Lauren
Collection, which also
includes the high-heeled
strap sandals with silvery
heels inlayed with glass,
the Ricky bag, in fabric and
leather appliqués, and
the leather belt.

mansion became the first megastore in history, an
enormous building completely decorated under
the dictates of Ralph Lauren’s philosophy, thanks
to his successful house line inaugurated in 1983.
For we should emphasize that Lauren has been,
and will be, the first designer who transferred his
fashion concept to a whole lifestyle. Proofs of this
are also his countless collections, which provide
for each and every aspect of his attractive universe.
1978 saw the landing of his Western Collection,
Polo for children and his first fragrances; in
1981, the Santa Fe Collection arrived; Polo
Sport, in 1993; Polo Sport Women, in 1996,
and his sporty line, RLX, in 1998. His made-tomeasure suits for gentlemen came into the world
in 1994; Blue Label, his youngest feminine line,
in 2002; and in 2004 it was Rugby, a refreshing
sporty label with iconic garments. Featuring the
cover of magazines like Forbes and Times, this
designer, the very embodiment of the American
dream, has two further milestones to his credit:
since 1997, his company has been quoting at the Stock Exchange, and in
2000 his website, with a veritable record in visits, was opened. Not content
with just being the absolute king of luxury in his homeland, in 1981 Ralph
launched himself into the conquest of Europe. First came the opening of his
shop in London, followed by those of Paris and Milan. Buenos Aires, Tokyo
and Moscow are also included in his list of surrendered strongholds, just
as the trifle of almost 300 exclusive points of sales worldwide. But Ralph’s

human side also deserves an honorific mention. Married
since 1964 to Ricky Low-Beer, his lifelong muse and
companion, Lauren is the father of three children: David
(nowadays, the company’s Vice President for Advertising
and Corporative Communications), Andrew and Dylan. His
philanthropic side has led him to donate $13 million to preserve the
original American flag, to actively collaborate with the foundation of
the Nina Hyde Center for Breast Cancer Research and to create,
in 2001, The Polo Ralph Lauren Foundation, managing $4.4
million for aid programmes. An activist,
a committed and close man, a lover
of his precious and admired
homes all over the world,
and a devoted collector
of old cars, here is the
compliment devoted to
him by another great
name: “Ralph upholds
the best possible notion
about America. He offers a suitable style to people who, otherwise, would
probably have bad taste.” Karl Lagerfeld dixit. Yes, the elegance of the nation
under the star-spangled flag is his – or else, go and ask the crowd of
celebrities who gracefully walk the red carpet in his designs. Sarah Jessica
Parker, Claire Danes, Aerin Lauder and Karolina Kurkova already know the
carriage that his dresses can give them. Gwyneth Paltrow collected her
Oscar wrapped up in a pale pink one, and our Penélope cried: “Pedrooo!”
dressed in another one, in intense blue. Therefore, now it’s only you who
still have to try your luck with him. Thank you, master. /
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RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX DIVALIA

Rational
structure

On a bank of the Guadalquivir River the residential
complex Divalia stands, built by the construction company
Galia with the collaboration of Porcelanosa Group in the
interior decoration and coverings of its modern spaces.
Text: SUKEINA AALI-TALEB

The star materials in this
development are porcelain,
brick, wood and steel. “Out
of these four materials,
the most used is porcelain
Ston-Ker stoneware, from
Porcelanosa, due to its
quality, versatility and
strength,” states Carolina
Bustamante, architect of the
project. As for the furniture,
the firm Roche-Bobois,
together with the more
avant-garde line, which
belongs to the collection
Los Contemporáneos,
from the same firm (RocheBobois).
BELOW AND RIGHT
Flooe in single-coated
laminated Jatoba, 19.3 x
128.2 x 0.7 cm, from L’Antic
Colonial.
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The residential complex Divalia consists of
a total of 138 flats arranged around a large
landscaped area fitted with swimming pools,
a children’s play area, and padel tennis courts.
As the site was essential when undertaking the
project, the project was set at 3 kilometres from
the city of Seville, in the peaceful countryside
district of Camas and with a convenient and
perfect transport network. As the developers
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explain, “There is a different way of living in a
big city, far from its disadvantages and enjoying
a better quality of life.” In addition, Divalia is
a part of Puerta Cartuja, a larger residential
project. As put by Carolina Bustamante, “The
area in which this building project is set is an
opportunity area. Major urban works will be
developed here so as to improve the urban
space and make it more dynamic.”
The architectural volume of this complex
is made up of six buildings which form a
harmonious set orientated towards its interior
through terraces in the shape of trays that
open towards one of its main appeals, around
which they are arranged: the “green lung” of
the whole leisure and entertainment area of the
complex. Concerning the flats themselves, they
encompass a wide range of typologies, from
one-bedroom apartments up to four-bedroom
lofts with spacious terraces.

In their interior, all flats have a neat layout
and the best finishes. This is a project in which
details have been really taken into account. The
team of interior decorators were determined to
reach a balance between geometry, style and
relaxation in order to attain a rational beauty in
all spaces. “Today, the real luxury is space, and
given the optimal circumstances of space, light
and layout, almost anything is possible to deliver
a personal interior scenario,” according to the
developers. Besides, the flats are endowed with
the latest advances in home automation and
security. Added to this are thermal and acoustic
insulation, built-in wardrobes, air-conditioning and
bathrooms designed with the exclusive products
from Porcelanosa Group. As for the furniture,
the pieces chosen were designed to last a long
time, and in them, functionality, personality and
comfort prevail. And the common areas, they
have been carefully landscaped. /

As we enter the flats, the
space becomes more
intimate, aiming at comfort,
aesthetics and durability.
That’s why materials such
as wood and porcelain
stoneware were chosen.
Laminated wooden floors
from L’Antic Colonial, and
porcelain products from
Porcelanosa Group, who
actively intervened in this
project, were used. The
bathrooms are fitted with
tempered glass screens,
wash basins, tap gear,
sanitary units and coverings
from this Spanish firm.
The kitchens are from
Gamadecor, belonging to
Porcelanosa Group, and
they may be customised on
request.
OPPOSITE PAGE
Kitchen floor: Laminated
Elegant WET Oak.
19.3 x 120 x 0.6 cm, from
L’Antic Colonial. (The WET
series has been specifically
designed for kitchens and
bathrooms.)
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HOSPITAL IN BELGIUM

Coloured health
This hospital designed in
daring and colourful lines
can be found in the town
of Aalst, in Belgium. The
architecture studio VK
Studio was entrusted with
the works to extend
it. Porcelanosa Group
has taken part in its
renovation with innovating
products in which design
and quality prevail.
Text: SUKEINA AALI-TALEB
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In the town of Aalst, belonging to Eastern
Flanders and next to the popular town of Gant,
in Belgium, the works for the extension of this
hospital have been completed. To this effect,
an avant-garde architectural line and a daring
design, unusual in constructions related to
health, was chosen. Under the name of O. L. V.
Ziekenhuis (Onze-Lieve-Vrouw Ziekenhuis), this
hospital encompasses all medical specialities,
although it is internationally recognized for its
cardiology and kidney dialysis care. Thanks to
a 45,000m2 extension, and a new underground
car park of about 30,000m2, its rooms are now

For the extension, ample
spaces flooded in natural
light have been chosen
that afford a neat and
orderly appearance.
The benches running
all along the reception
area are a highlight, with
unusual colours for a
hospital waiting room. A
range of blues has been
opted for, contrasting
with a lively green. For
the entry area, the model
Ston-Ker Pedralbes Grey
44 x 66 cm, from Venis,
Porcelanosa Group has
been used.

full of colour. “The new construction will give a
new momentum to this hospital so that it can
keep growing”, points out Stéphane Vermeulen,
the architect of this project. The intention is
that, in the coming years, the old part of the
building will be aesthetically, functionally and
architecturally adapted to this new and modern
extension.
The creators of this great project are the
VK Studio Architects, Planners & Designers,
a studio virtually specialised in the sectors
of health, education and public authorities.
This studio has conducted many projects for
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hospitals, residences for old people and mental
institutions.
The big challenge of this immense project was
the integration of a new building within a fully
operative hospital whose construction dated
from the beginning of the 80s. The VK Studio
has given a new face to the hospital OLV, set in
a very urban context. As Vermeulen comments:
“The façade does not look intimidating in front
of the 19th-century local working class homes.
The hospital extension adds a new air to the
neighbourhood and to the very hospital.” In this
sense, the main entrance, transferred to the
new construction, is outstanding. An ample,
open, neat space flooded in natural light. This
reception hall has been designed as a covered
interior space that goes through three floors
and affords views to an interior garden.

For the public areas,
continuously transited by
people, ceramic materials
from the range Venis of
Porcelanosa Group have
been chosen due to their
durability and aesthetics;
for the restaurant and café,
the shop areas and the main
areas in the upper floors, the
model Ston-Ker Pedralbes
Pulpis 44 x 66 cm; for the
stairs, the slotted technical
steps Pedralbes Pulpis and
Grey 31.6 x 120 cm have
been used, and the model
Ston-Ker Ferroker
120 x 60 cm, in the sides
of the escalators and the
exterior walls of lifts.

As regards the style emanated from its
walls, VK Studio has paid special attention
to colours, lighting and air-conditioning, so
that this set of elements create an agreeable
atmosphere that has a beneficial influence on
the healing process and speeds it. In order to
avoid a clash of styles, the team of architects
had to examine all materials in connection
with the already existing wing. Thus, they
paid special attention so as the spaces can
provide a familiar ambience where patients
stay. “The entrance has warm ‘daylight’ colours
and we have adapted the lighting so that this
hospital conforms to 21st-century standards,”
concludes Vermeulen. Included among the
materials used in the extension of the hospital
are products from the firm Venis, a branch of
the Porcelanosa Group. /
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“This hotel project is the most representative of our firm’s
ability for design. Nobody who has visited the hotel has left without
admiring the beauty of its architecture, of its spaces”

mexi
eHOTEL
exi
xico

Its spectacular dimensions with a total of
150,000 m2, its high budget of over e150 million,
and its impressive spa, set in a natural crater, speak
for themselves of the megalomaniac grandiosity
of the building project for the new Grand Velas
All Suites & Spa Riviera Maya – a newly opened
resort that nonetheless has already placed itself
at the top of the luxury resorts in the Mexican
Caribbean, thanks to its 491 suites divided into
three exclusive atmospheres.

Developed by the architectural firm EliasElias
AR, with over 30 years of experience in the
sector, “This is certainly the hotel project that best
represents our firm’s design capabilities. There is
nobody who has visited the hotel and has not left
really satisfied and amazed with the beauty of its
architecture, of its spaces,” states Ricardo Elias
Pessah, the founder of this architecture design
studio to which Alexis Elias has recently joined.
Integrated into nature, it smoothly interacts with

GRAND
VELAS

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
An aerial panoramic view of
the Grand Velas All Suites
& Spa Resort Riviera Maya;
infinity pool and impressive
lobby in the Ambassador
Family section.
OPPOSITE
Swimming pool in the
Grand Class area, reserved
for grown-ups.
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Grand Velas All Suites & Spa Riviera Maya, a special
category resort whose magniﬁcently luxurious spa has
been provided by Porcelanosa Group with the design
and ﬁnishes suitable for a space devoted to well-being,
and body and soul relaxation.
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the sea without any clash whatsoever (see the
Architect Box below), and was projected in such
a way that two of its areas – the reception and
the spa – have acquired a special significance.
“We decided to bring to the forefront the turquoise
blue sea and white sand that characterise Cancun
and the Riviera Maya,” says Elias. The entrance
contrasts with the white 15 metre-high wall that,
as the architect explains, is “slightly curved, with
subtle ‘folds’ perceived in the shades and clearobscure areas created by the sunlight, that falls

directly on it through the ogival punctures opened
in order to reduce wind resistance.”
The spa, in turn, with a area of 7,500 m2, was
designed based on its location: in a lower area
with an extremely whimsical shape: a sort of
natural ‘crater’ in which terrain slopes could be
appreciated, along with trees and rocky formations
that the design had to incorporate. “That’s why the
resulting interior space layout has an access from
the upper floor to come down to the lower levels”,
remarks Elias. A design based on three buildings

Integrated into nature, it smoothly interacts with the sea, with
no confrontation, and it has been projected in such as way that two of its
areas acquire a special significance: the reception and the spa.

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Terrace with private
swimming pool and views
to the Ambassador Grand
Class area (reserved for
grown-ups): with interior
Jacuzzi, interior and exterior
sitting rooms and an insuite massage area; terrace
with private swimming
pool in an Ambassador
Presidential Suite.
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Guest room (decorated
in warm colours) of an
Ambassador Presidential
Suite; bathroom with
Jacuzzi and Zenit bathtub
from System-Pool. All
Ambassador Presidential
Suites have a total surface
area of 350 m2.
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Ambassador Grand Class
Suite: a space conceived
only for grown-ups, and
consisting of a terrace
and private swimming
pool with breathtaking
views to the sea. An
intimate and seductive
space with luxury extras,
like an interior Jacuzzi and
“rain-like” shower; and the
lounge of the Ambassador
Presidential.

The design of the spa was conducted based on three curved
buildings which, not touching each other, form a sort of ‘delta’, in whose
central space the main water areas were located.
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with curved forms that, without touching each
other, form a sort of ‘delta’ (a curved triangular
space) in whose centre the spa’s main water areas
were arranged. Surrounding it, the relaxation
areas were integrated and interconnected with
no division between them (just different ceiling
heights), allowing for a visual continuity of the
whole area while guaranteeing their privacy.
Concerning interior decoration, two distinct lines
should be highlighted: Ernesto Vela and Cristina

Lankenau took charge of the restaurants Frida,
Lucca, Piaf, Cocina de Autor and Sen Lin (together
with some suites), and interior designer Melín
Castro was responsible for designing the public
areas (three lobbies), the suites, the spa and the
three casual restaurants: Azul, Bistro and Chaká.
The studio Vela Ruiz Arquitectos endowed each
space with their personal hallmark: “For the French
restaurant, we draw inspiration from the drama
and sobriety of the colour black and the passion

CLOCKWISE
The Master Suites slanted
façade with terraces,
set in the natural jungle
environment of the Riviera
Maya, and with a view to
the pools; lobby of the
Master Suites space, Zenstyled and surrounded by
a beautiful botanical variety
thanks to the sinkholes that
are called cenotes, and
to mangrove swamps and
lagoons; and the hotel’s
main entrance.
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CLOCKWISE
The spa boutique; Turkish
bath from System-Pool;
Hydrotherapy Lagoon,
whose highlight are the
mosaic natural stone walls
in the Stick Nepal model,
10 x 40 x 2.5 cm, from
L’Antic Colonial; and Spa
Polar, from System-Pool.

of red, as well as from the glamour of the 60s; for
Cocina de Autor, we based ourselves on the purity
and innocence of white and minimalism; the Asian
one is conceived as a sculptural play of spaces,
and finally, for the Mexican restaurant we draw
inspiration from the dark and intense tones of Frida
Kahlo’s life (orange, green and coffee tonalities).”
In turn, Melín Castro created three atmospheres,
each with their own personality: “Ambassador was
made in neutral and white tones, with Mexican

furniture, art and details creating a unique fusion
with the green shades of the Caribbean Sea; Grand
Class, with materials and accessories of classical
and contemporary design, and colour touches
ranging from neutral to earth tones; and Master has
a seductive Zen atmosphere surrounded by jungle
and romantic footbridges, in which ipe lumber and
tamarind wood are combined with colossal plates
of dark marble, curtains and textiles in red tonalities,
furniture in tropical woods and dark lianas.” /

“For the French restaurant, we draw inspiration from the drama of the
colour black, the passion of red and the glamour from the 60s; and for the
Mexican one, from the dark and intense tonalities of Frida Kahlo’s life.”

RICARDO ELÍAS, ARCHITECT

“The basic concept in morphology regarding
the Grand Velas Riviera Maya design was born
through our effort to integrate the hotel into the
nature and sea life environment surrounding it.
Hence, we decided to tile its main façades in
front of the sea, in order to soften the encounter
of sea and beach and the buildings, as well
as the encounter of man and nature, so that
there would be no direct or aggressive clash
whatsoever, as is the case with most of the
vertical hotels and constructions standing directly
on the beach. For this reason, we also modified
the traditional rectilinear forms in some significant
constructive elements: in the dividing walls
among rooms, we used organic forms to evoke
surf motion – we dubbed them ‘wave walls’. Thus, the building is twinned with its most
relevant neighbour: the sea. And its rectilinear slanted elements have become
plant stands, aiming to set up and integrate nature as a part of the very construction.
As regards ceilings, the motion that we instilled into the design of the palm-roof
houses and building curve blocks had several objectives: to add interest and rhythm
to the total length of the constructions (amounting to almost 500 metres), and to
secure views to the sea for all rooms.”
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LARGE-SCALE DESIGN

Architecture

XXL
Architect Luisa Badía carries out her professional
activity in L35, an architecture studio specializing in
large-scale works. Shopping malls and high-speed
train stations are among the projects piling up on
the tables of her ofﬁce, for which they regularly
depend on the collaboration from Porcelanosa Group.
Environmental respect is one of the major emblems
of their architectural philosophy.

Espacio Mediterráneo
A shopping and leisure
mall sporting metaphoric
elements that refer to
the maritime nature of its
city, Cartagena. A total of
94,000 m2 distributed in
two levels – to which an
extra floor has been added
to hold the multi-cinema
space. The complex is
located in an industrial park
with windowless buildings.
Hence, the architects had
to make an effort to break
with such aggressive and
difficult environs. To this
effect, they designed a
façade which acts as a sort
of curtain and provides a
feeling of opening. Chosen
for its design have been
products from Porcelanosa
Group.
Photos: RAFAEL VARGAS

Text: SUKEINA AALI-TALEB
Portrait photo: DAVID MONFIL
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These days, it is the intent of the Spanish architecture studio L35 to
gradually develop more projects outside our national territory. For the
time being, its headquarters have already crossed our borders, and both
Geneva and Paris delegations have joined its head offices in Madrid
and Barcelona. The studio’s aim seems to progress at a fast pace, for
nowadays they have 15 international projects underway: notably, the
Business Centre at Perpignan’s TGV Station; a multipurpose complex in
Agadir, and the tenders recently won of Les Escales, in Casablanca, and
Le Méridien, in Tarbes, France; but also 30 national projects, including
several multipurpose complexes, office
buildings and corporative headquarters, touristic
“I must admit that
and residential developments, as well as large
I get easily excited about all
shopping and leisure centres, such as Puerto
of our projects,
Venecia, in Zaragoza.
for architecture is, in the
Immersed in this frantic activity, the work
end, a service with a social
developed by architect Luisa Badía is remarkable.
She pours her dedication into each project that
calling that I adore”
arrives at her studio. “I must admit that I get
easily excited about all of our projects, for architecture is, in the end, a
service with a social calling that I adore. And besides, I’ve been as lucky
as to have projects in different environs and societies, from Switzerland
to Morocco – all of them hugely enriching,” she explains. Among these
challenges, the professional team of architecture studio L35, throughout
more than 40 years of experience, has specialized in large-scale works
of large size and high complexity, chiefly carried out in Spain, France,
Switzerland, Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, Poland, Bulgaria and Romania.
Outstanding are its shopping and leisure centres, as well as its highspeed train stations, which usually involve multi-functional programmes.
“These kinds of programmes also mean advising our customers on urban
planning as a whole. This process often takes place in shopping malls

Gare de Perpignan.
A complex combining a
commercial centre, a hotel
and an office building, all
in one, this new centre is
a key piece for the urban
development of SaintAssiscle, in Perpignan, and
has become the city’s new
engine.
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High-speed train station,
in Antequera, Málaga.
In this station with a total
area of 2,400 m2, the
leading role is played by
the glazed treatment of
its façades, intended to
minimize the station’s
impact on the exterior. In
addition, the application
of silk-screen printing
achieves a higher control
of natural lighting,
providing for a calm interior
atmosphere.

Vitam’Parc is a leisuresports centre in
Neydens, France.
A high-quality project
environmentally speaking,
in which L35 studio has
had to pay special attention
to the rural landscape
and environs. When
choosing the materials,
the professional team
has had the products of
Porcelanosa Group, as it is
already a habit in most of
the projects of this Spanish
architecture studio headed
by Luisa Badía.

Photos: CARME MASIÀ

Photos: L35

“The
The world of architecture
is bound, or at
least should be, towards a
humbler architecture,
more deeply rooted in
common sense”
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and leisure centres, as is the case with La
Maquinista, but also in projects like Piscines
i Esports, in Barcelona, The Business Centre
at Perpignan’s high-speed train station or the
recently opened Vitam’Parc, a water park, sports and shopping centre
near Geneva,” comments Badía.
This kind of large-scale project contains a number of peculiarities that
distinguishes it from other kinds of constructions, as pointed out by the
architect: “Each project and programme is unique, and therefore does not
allow for any repetition. If there is a common point in all of them, that’s the
adaptation ability that they demand so as they can be useful all throughout
their lifespan.” Adding to these traits is another peculiarity, that is to say, their
requirement and need to create public spaces and to think them over and
conceive them as such. “Perhaps that’s the main difference”, she adds.
When undertaking any new project, the team of architects considers
it essential to study the environs in which the building will stand, and
to try to understand its needs. This first step involves a thorough study,
from the terrain up to the social environment to which the future building
is addressed. “The second step includes an analysis and study of the
project’s programme. And the third step is to reach a synthesis of the first

two steps, with an architectural notion linking
all variables and creating a unique piece fully
integrated into its environment,” states Badía.
Also included in L35’s architectural philosophy
is the respect to the surrounding landscape in each of their projects.
They try to minimize the environmental impact, like now in the new leisure
and sports centre Vitam’Parc, in France. As it is located on almost rural
environs, the professional team has proposed a kind of architecture with
integrated volumes concealed under their vegetable roofs, which undulate
merging with the surrounding fields – and this was one of the major
challenges of the project, and one that Badía highlights with special
attention. “Vitam’Parc is the result of a tender we won to carry out a
project in a very special landscape and with a powerful social programme.”
The construction includes a water park and leisure and sports centre,
as well as a shopping mall and a hotel. A complex in which they have
introduced high technology materials like ETFE (a roof of transparent
inflated cushions), and in which they have strongly committed to everything
relating to integration into the environment. The result is a total of 50,000
m2 devoted to sports, leisure time and well-being.
Among the projects that Luisa Badía highlights throughout her

professional life is the shopping mall La Maquinista, in Barcelona. A project
that has promoted her career, of which she feels really proud, to which
she has devoted ten years of her life, and that still occupies part of her
time, due to its extension, currently underway. “This is a project that has
meant, on the one hand, the urban rearrangement of a city section, and
on the other hand, the opening of the first new-generation shopping mall.”
Thus, the shopping mall has come to fulfil the same needs as in all other
Mediterranean cities, and on the other hand, it is fully integrated into its
surroundings, and has an environmental conception of construction. In this
sense, Luisa Badía understands architecture as based on respect towards
the environment and the importance of sustainability – and this leads to
a reflection unthinkable before. “The world of architecture is bound, or at
least should be, towards a humbler architecture, more deeply rooted in
common sense. Somehow, the time of ‘resource squandering’ has ended:
now, coherence and efficiency have been introduced,” claims the architect.
In addition, there are huge possibilities concerning design: “We are really
lucky, for the technical changes, and those in computers and materials, allow
us greater options regarding forms and volumes.”
Luisa Badía admires the work of masters like Le Corbusier and Mies Van
der Rohe, from whom she draws inspiration for her work: “They’re still my

referents today. I was recently invited to the Villa Savoie for a Le Corbusier
anniversary. What I admire the most is that a work from 70 years ago is still
so current. For me, that’s the good architecture. Nowadays, there are very
good professionals, but the snobbism of some firms or names doesn’t allow
for objectivity,” she concludes.
As for the usage and election of materials, that is a work that the studio
completes during the stage of the environ analysis. “One of the tasks is to
understand which materials can be used, taking into account, obviously, each
project’s technical and qualitative requirements.” This is not a task carried
out in a systematic way, but rather an aesthetical choice that should sustain
the project’s architectural notion. In this sense, L35 regularly depends
on the collaboration of Porcelanosa Group. The strength, quality and
design of the materials from this Spanish brand render them suitable for
constructions with public purposes. This firm’s involvement is particularly
remarkable in the projects for the shopping mall La Vital, in Gandía, or the
commercial mall and leisure centre Vitam’Parc, in Neydens, France. “Being
in charge, I have collaborated with Porcelanosa in some projects: namely,
on the façades of the residential complex Mahonia, and in some interiors
of the commercial centre Islazul, in Madrid, as well as on the flooring of a
Habitat outlet in Valencia”, comments Luisa Badía. /
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With an Alpine lake backdrop, Porcelanosa Group
creates and recreates a contemporary loft: cosy, minimal
and, above all, fully ﬁtted with the best materials
from the brand. Take note of each detail, and you will
discover a stylish space.
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Welcome!

DESIGNER KITCHEN
AND LOUNGE
Kitchen island made in the
G980 model in Chocolate
Crystal / rustproof steel,
from Gamadecor.
General flooring both in the
lounge and in the kitchen:
Ston-Ker series, Lava
model, 44 x 66 cm,
from Venis. Floor in Black
colour. The grouting
material used is One-Flex
n, in white, from Butech.
The wooden stairs are
made in special Step,
Par-Ker series, Chestnut
Casona model, from
Porcelanosa.
And the covering of
the striking shelf in the
background is in Natural
Wood, single-coat
Country Oak,
18.9 x 186 x 1.5 cm,
priming coat finish, from
L’Antic Colonial.
Covering of the back wall
(between the shelf and the
stairs) in Lava, 44 x 66 cm,
from Venis. Covering in
Black colour.
Wall covering, above the
sofa: Natural Wood,
single-coat Country Oak,
18.9 x 186 x 1.5 cm,
priming coat finish, from
L’Antic Colonial.
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DREAM KITCHEN
The kitchen, viewed from
the front, takes on the
leading role in a space
shared with the lounge. The
central island is divided
into two areas (which
are separate in the upper
and lower sections, and
joined in the middle by
two ovens): one is fitted
with a sink – Tap Gear
Line, Chromed finish, from
Noken – and the other,
with the baking system.
Both fronts and columns,
equipped with closets
designed to hold the ovens,
have been made in the
G980 model Chocolate
Crystal / Rustproof Steel,
from Gamadecor.

A DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVE
The terrace area can be
seen from this angle, with
exterior flooring in Par-Ker
series, Strada Anthracite
model, 14.3 x 120 cm,
from Porcelanosa. Also
the contrast between the
dark colour of the three
elements making up
the kitchen and the sand
tone of the walls
is better perceived from
here: covering
in Sand Basalt Stone,
31.6 x 90 cm, Sheen finish,
from Porcelanosa.

THE COSIEST LOUNGE
The lounge is arranged
around a chimneypiece
(from the brand Chimeneas
Batet) that serves as the
central element around
which the rest of the
elements are placed: sofas,
armchair, dining table, shelf
and large window. The floor
is outstanding: Ston-Ker
series, it is the Lava model,
44 x 66 cm, from Venis.
Floor in Black colour. The
grouting material used is
One-Flex n, in white, from
Butech.
The wall covering is in
Natural Wood,
single-coated Country
Oak, 18.9 x 186 x 1.5 cm,
priming coat finish, from
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L’Antic Colonial.
STAIRS TOWARD
PRIVACY
These stairs without a
banister – combining
modern design and the
noblest materials – leads
to the most private area in
the loft: made in the special
Peldaño Series, Par-Ker
Chestnut Casona model,
from Porcelanosa.
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A ROOM FOR
SYBARITES
This spectacular room in
brown, ochre and white
tones is characterised by
its large dress room, its
complete and well-fitted
bathroom and its exclusive
bath with a view.
Bedroom floor and wall
covering around
the bath: Natural Wood,
3-coated Oak Ebony,
18 x 220 x 1.3 cm, matt
priming coat finish,
from L’Antic Colonial.
The dressing room
is remarkable for its
spaciousness and open
structure. In addition, it
can be seen through the
glazed bedroom doors,
thus becoming one of its
highlights. In white finish,
Model Livero/Modula,
sliding doors, from
Gamadecor.
Equally, the bathroom
is part of the space,
combining the tones of
the wall coverings (Trento
Moka 31.6 x 20 cm, from
Porcelanosa, and grouting
material One-Flex n,
mortar/adhesive material:
Colourstuk in White 0-4,
from Butech) with the
tones of the bedroom floor
(Natural Wood, 3-coated
Oak Forest Ebony,
18 x 220 x 1.3 cm, matt
priming coat finish, from
L’Antic Colonial).
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A BATH WITH A VIEW
From the bath in the room
(Soleil Bath, from SystemPool), a beautiful sight of
the sunset in the Alpine
lake can be enjoyed.
Outstanding are the design
and shape of the white
platform around it, made
in KRYON stone, from
System-Pool: an innovative
material that, due to its
versatility, can adopt any
shape. In addition, it is
perfect for bathroom areas
thanks to its thickness and
strength. On the other
hand, its pore-free surface
prevents liquid absorption
and the proliferation of
germs and bacteria.
The mosaic-look wall
covering has been made in
Trento Moka, 31.6 x 20 cm,
from Porcelanosa,
and the grouting material
is One-Flex n.

Mortar/adhesive material:
Colourstuk in White
0-4, from Butech. The
accessory hangs from it:
Giro in white finish,
from Noken.
A DE-LUXE DETAIL
If we come closer to pay
attention to small details,
we will see that the
white / black Lounge
Tap Gear is so masterfully
applied to the basin that it
integrates to perfection into
the design of the space.
Besides, its spotless white
contrasts with the wall
covering in the background,
made in the earth tones of
Trento Moka, 31.6 x 20 cm,
from Porcelanosa.

INTEGRATED BASIN
AND SHOWER
An original way of
organizing space in a
bathroom is placing the
basin next to the shower.
Thus, both structures
are so integrated that
they look like just one.
The materials used have
been: Modul shower kit,
Seasons Circle Synchro
and Sprinkle, from SystemPool. Again, the wall
covering is outstanding:
Trento Moka, 31.6 x 20 cm,
from Porcelanosa, and the
grouting material is OneFlex n. Mortar/adhesive
material: Colourstuk in
White 0-4, from Butech.

INTIMATE, STYLISH
AND WELL-DESIGNED
The most intimate bath
section has put on its best
dress to complete the
aesthetics sought for by
designers. WC unit: Soft.
Accessories: Chromed
Giro. Tap gear: White /
black Lounge. All from
Noken.
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WARDROBES AND WALK-IN WARDROBES

FASHION
FIRMS

Three brand-new Gamadecor
wardrobes and walk-in wardrobes,
and three collections for next 2010
season. BOSS Black, Missoni
and Louis Vuitton put your best
wardrobes in order and in style.
Production: ESTUDIO PORCELANOSA.
Styling and text: BLANCA JIMÉNEZ DE LA HOZ

This is the firm belonging to the standard bearer of the best German savoir faire,
Hugo Boss – a synonym with masculine tailored suits which are exquisite in their
cuts and the nobility of its fabrics. With the new collection of is first line BOSS Black,
it offers regal designs and maximum luxury that fill with style the new wardrobe
Hotel O1, from Gamadecor. For the new season, its creative director, Kevin Lobo,
finds inspiration for his two-piece suit in another mythic
destination: Los Angeles. The slender architecture of his
jackets, and the combination of formal pieces with other
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
more destructured ones, are suggestive main courses
FOR BOSS BLACK
of his sybaritic menu. But now, as a safe investment, a
masterpiece: the blazer. Incombustible and versatile as no other, it is renewed on this
occasion with its double buttons and narrow lapels. With a certain vintage air, it is
combined with narrow trousers in earthy and beige tones, forming unbeatable duets.
For Lobo, its mentor, these tailored suits combined with neckerchiefs in the purest
Clarke Gable style, transfer the 50s’ Hollywood Hills look to the year 2010, and its
elegance remains intact: a real achievement. And for unconditional lovers of casual
style, his ultrafine leather smocks or light parkas that
will continue delighting all who are reluctant to turn into
a real dandy this new season. Cotton and linen become
the absolute stars, together with a soft range of brown
and ochre tonalities. The different shades of grey make
for a good secondary role, and an extensive palette
of blues rob sometimes the earthy colours of some
minutes of glory. The colour white shows as radiant as
usual and also infallible to triumph, either by itself or in
good company. The fashion chef’s recommendation? A
two-piece suit in ivory tone to wear as a total look or to
combine really wisely. Lace-up shoes are king, turning
into a new classic full of modernity. Ideal in its most
traditional version, or combined with polo shirts and
blue-jeans. A multipurpose item, just like the moccasin,
prepared to get very involved with real gentlemen.

Kevin Lobo

1

WARDROBE

HOTEL 01, FROM
GAMADECOR
SLIDING

DOORS
FINISH

SIENNA OAK
This module-removable
wardrobe mounted on
steel pre-automated driven
rails has interior modules,
shelves and rear panels in
19mm-thick Sienna Oak.
The door, in translucent
glass with a concealed
sliding mechanism and
a rustproof steel knob,
provides it with a special
touch of the maximum
functionality and modernity.
The garments that
should always be found
in a perfectly structured
Hotel 01 wardrobe from
Gamadecor for those who
are Hugo Boss men par
excellence: a blue blazer
with narrow lapels, a white
shirt with a bright and
very contrasted colour
collar, an ice-white tailored
suit, a seersucker shirt, a
chocolate leather jacket
“Aviator” type and a raincoat
in sand tone.

“Lace-up shoes are king,
“Lace-up
even combined with polo shirts
and blue-jeans”
blue-jeans
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For the most exquisite Made in Italy knitted etiquette,
the bet is enclosed in this spacious and also functional
wardrobe Noblesse, from Gamadecor, in which the most
ethereal tonalities will orderly and harmoniously shine with
delicious faded pastels –indigo, pink, green, blue, yellow
– and in garments that fit like a second skin disclosing one
and a thousand charms. But it is also high time to vindicate
the smooth caftan and the XL dungarees together with the
suggestive dress that clings to curves. The jersey-knitwear
shows its whole splendour together with tulle and lace, and
inspiration comes surprisingly from our most cosmopolitan
island: Ibiza. For the creator of this mythic brand, Angela
Missoni, it is the freedom of our Mediterranean magical
island that is the starting point for her particular proposal for
2010. And as her muse? Isadora Duncan, the dancer who
revolutionized traditional classical ballet,
and whose passion for the sea and the
motion of the surf was an obvious source of
inspiration. In daytime, superposed T-shirts
DESIGNER
with tops and trousers are the stars of
FOR MISSONI the collection. Turquoise is combined with
pink, while the mustard colour is up to its tricks with ochre
and banana tones. The night unfolds all its glamour with
unforgettable mesh dresses with asymmetrical necklines,
sparkling with its original embroidered iridescent sequins.
For a statutory dive, you have retro bathing suits with Vshaped necklines or suggestive bandeau bikinis. Simplicity
surrenders at your feet. Or in other words, forget unfeasible
high-heels, and put on chic shoes capable of being at your wardrobe service 24 hours a day. A pair of sandals with rustic ankle
straps will allow you to walk gracefully day and night and, why not, also to accompany a two-piece tailored suit on the seashore.
Handbags ask for simplicity in materials, and neutral tones. Raffia acquires a leading role, and silk cotton fabric dresses its XL
format. Bracelets decorate your wrists by double entry. And two necklaces with several rows tangle from the feminine neck.

Angela
Missoni

2

“ Remember: here, more
is best. And meanwhile,
tangle two necklaces
with several
rows each from
your neck”
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WARDROBE

NOBLESSE,
FROM
GAMADECOR
SLIDING

DOORS
FRONT FINISH,

SIENNA
WALNUT
VENEER
INTERIOR

FOSCA LINE
The time has come to hang
all your must-have garments
in a Noblesse walk-in
wardrobe from Gamadecor,
a wardrobe with veneered
Sienna Walnut front
panels and high-quality
extrusion anodized steel
edges. Sliding doors with
upper truck fitted with a
nylon double-wheeled
mechanism, and bottom
truck with a nylon ball
bearing wheel mechanism
that incorporates an
adjustment device to avoid
derailment. Interior in
19-mm thick Fosca Line,
with drawers, clamping
mechanisms, shelf support
and hanging rails. In sum,
a personal oasis in which
you won’t lose sight of your
favourite garments. A long
caftan, masculine trousers
in retro style, a destructured
jacket, a jewel-dress leaving
one of your shoulders
exposed, and a prudent
bathing suit with 50s’ airs
for the rentreé.
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French coquette. With this wicked name, the Creative Director
for Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, has christened the spirit of his
Cruise collection. A woman with endless legs sporting really short
skater skirts or multi-striped dresses under practical trench coats,
and who plays between the chic of Haute Couture and
the most defiant sexy. A true statement of intentions for
a proposal full of the hottest modernity which is about
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
another term we should write down in the new 10 rules
FOR LOUIS VUITTON
for next summer: “impertinent elegance”, and which we
put with care and desire into the wardrobe Libero Modula, from
Gamadecor. Translate it for sailor stripes combined with spots,
accessories made of ropes and knots, or a really short and carefree
dress in beige chamois leather with the emblematic initials of LV
Maison under a pastel yellow raincoat and boots with golden sequins.
Mr. Jacobs’s fashion lessons, always intrepid and highly commended,
prove on this new occasion quite refreshing. The watchword seems
emphatic: to show off your limbs sheathed in minimal-sized garments
and, of course, to bet fearlessly for unexpected combinations, such
as nautical-style pailletes or really short trousers with wide turn-ups
with a tight-fitting safari jacket. To add the most irreverent note are
his boots with golden and black sequins, his sandals with platforms
lacquered in pastel colours, and details of ropes and 14-cm cork
wedges that aim to soar your self-esteem to the highest levels of
glamour. Caps decorated with sequins, sailor belts made in metal
links, resins, coloured beans and ropes, necklaces and bracelets, his
new ‘Hobo’ model handbag in nylon and silk scarves with patterned
patchwork promise to be the new future bestsellers from the House.
Marc Jacobs’s creative magic and French Riviera aesthetics make
the new collection the real feminine dream. /

Marc Jacobs

3

“The new Hobo model handbag,
in nylon, appears as
another ‘bestseller’ from Vuitton”
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WARDROBE

LIBERO /
MODULA,
FROM
GAMADECOR
SLIDING

DOORS
FINISH

WHITE
Afford your clothes a
privileged place in a Libero
Modula walk-in wardrobe,
which has glass front
panels with high-quality
extrusion anodized steel
edges. Its sliding doors,
with an upper wheeling
mechanism mounted on
four supports, grounded
bolts in tempered steel and
roller bearings, render a
walk-in wardrobe with really
high performance and high
visibility. It incorporates
an anti-fleeting pin and
adjustment device. The
interior space is made up of
drawers, shelves and tray
drawers in White Sheen
Lacquer, mounted on a
system of height-adjustable
vertical poles. Inside, you
will keep the essentials: a
trench in a cheeky colour,
a polo shirt-type mini dress
in a discreet beige, an
oversize travelling bag,
daring patent leather pumps
in showy tones, a pair of
golden thongs and several
cashmere stoles or foulards.
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KITCHENS
DISPLAY

Steel, glass and wood are the proposals from Gamadecor
for this season. This Porcelanosa Group ﬁrm
specialised in kitchens presents three new models in which
technological innovation and modern aesthetics
merge to perfection with the ﬁnest materials.

G720 CHARCOAL OAK
A kitchen with fronts in American Oak, Charcoal finish, with embedded knobs and steel
edging. The central island combines a worktop in ‘Carbon’ Silestone and a buffet
bar in rustproof steel. The cooking and serving area are separated by a vertical structure
in Silestone, allowing both activities at once in a single kitchen.

G680
SIENA WALNUT /
STAINLESS STEEL
A kitchen combining some fronts
in Siena Walnut with others in
stainless Steel, with embedded
knobs and steel edging. The central
island, with a ‘Cup Astrata’ granite worktop,
is fitted with a raised baking area and sink
in rustproof steel. The area of columns,
together with storage closets, has open
shelves in the back for storage and to
provide two spaces. The kitchen is complete
with a serving table in granite and steel.

KITCHENS
NEW
CONCEPTS

dising

shape

colour

There is no worthwhile contemporary interior
design that does not elevate to the utmost
the value of the kitchen as a multifunctional
space inside the home. From the practical
and traditional structure merely based on the
functions to be fulfilled, we have evolved into a
modern kitchen, aesthetically beautiful, and in
which state-of-the-art technology and extreme
functionality joins the most innovative and
quality materials, as is the case of the kitchens
from the Gamadecor firm.

Technology and beauty

G980 OLIVE GREEN GLASS / RUSTPROOF STEEL
A kitchen with an island and area of columns divided into two blocks and joined through rustproof
steel structures that make for a room of straight shapes and a perfect combination of materials.
Fronts in textured olive green glass with aluminium edge, embedded steel knobs and
aluminium edging in steel finish. Baking and sink area with a worktop in textured olive green glass,
arranged in two areas joined by a steel structure that supports three plate heaters in the
internal side and serves as a shelf in the external side. Steel structure in the area of columns,
fitted with two ovens and a coffee-maker in rustproof finish.

Gamadecor, the Porcelanosa Group firm
specialised in kitchen furniture, bets this season
on a combination of rustproof steel with more
classical materials, like granite and fine woods.
Thus, steel completes the spaces being present
in knobs, electrical appliances and edgings; and
it even acquires a chief role in the G680 Siena
Walnut / Stainless Steel kitchen, for some of the
fronts are made in it. Walnut, oak and granite,
due to their high quality and strength, provide
the spaces with that timeless character always
sought-for: we should not forget that wood
applied to kitchens offers elegant and durable
aesthetics that never becomes outdated.
The big novelty is certainly the fronts made
in glass, apparently a fragile material – but
that thanks to Gamadecor’s technological
research, it has been successfully incorporated
into the world of kitchens. In the G980 Olive
Green Glass / Rustproof Steel model we can
notice that colour and transparencies add much
more sophistication to the already modern,
straight and minimal lines of its design.
We should also take into account the
functional elements, including tap gear, basins,
ceramic hobs, ovens and coffee-makers,
that complete the arrangement of fronts and
columns and separate and differentiate each
area in the kitchens. We should not pass over
the importance of worktops: with materials
ranging from the innovative green glass to the
technological ‘Carbon’ Silestone, as well as ‘Cup
Astrata’ granite, always resistant. /

TOP
DESIGN

Portrait photo: Juergen Eheim.

SIMONE MICHELI,
A DESIGNER
AND UNIVERSITY
PROFESSOR
GRADUATED IN
ARCHITECTURE BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF FLORENCE,
THIS RECOGNISED DESIGNER
HAS CREATED FOR THE FIRM
NOKEN THE COLLECTION
LOUNGE, WHOSE
AESTHETICS HE DEFINES
AS “MAXIMALIST, WITH THE
SOUL AND SUBTLETY OF
ITALIAN REFINEMENT. THE
NEW LUXURY IS THE EMOTION
OF A CAREFULLY WORKED
OBJECT.” A LUXURY THAT
FOR HIM, PROCLAIMED AS
INTERIOR DESIGNER OF THE
YEAR IN THE INTERNATIONAL
DESIGN AWARDS 2008, “LIES
IN THE PRECISION OF ITS
TAP GEAR, ITS MECHANISMS,
A SYNTHESIZED DESIGN
AND THE SENSUALITY OF
TEXTURES. HUMAN BEINGS
ARE AGAIN THE CENTRE
OF THEIR SPACE, THE ONLY
LEADING CHARACTERS OF
THEIR HABITAT.”

4
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1
2
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1 THE SERIES LOUNGE
IS CHARACTERISED BY
ITS ORGANIC FORMS.
2 DECK MOUNTED
BATH SET: AS WITH
EACH PIECE IN THE
LINE, IT COMES WITH
AN INCORPORATED
FLOW LIMITER WHICH
FAVOURS WATER
SAVING.
3 WALL MOUNTED
SHOWER HEAD, FLOOR
MOUNTED BATH MIXER
AND HIGH SPOUT
SINGLE LEVER BASIN
MIXER.

4 FLOOR MOUNTED
BATH MIXER.
5 WALL MOUNTED
BASIN MIXER.
6 IN KEEPING WITH
MICHELI’S WORKS,
ALWAYS LINKED TO THE
WORLD OF SENSORIAL
EXALTATION, THE
CONCEPT LOUNGE,
WHICH AVOIDS
GEOMETRICAL
DRAWINGS, SEEKS
A COMBINATION OF
BEAUTY AND A FEELING
OF RELAXATION. THUS,
THE ARCHITECTURAL
SPACES IN WHICH
THE ELEMENTS FROM
THE SERIES LOUNGE
ARE INCORPORATED
ACQUIRE SINGULAR
AESTHETICS: SOBER,
FAR FROM OPULENCE
AND WITHOUT ANY
BAROQUE STYLE.
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SPAS WORLDWIDE
We travel to the best spas
in the world in search
of absolute peace and
quiet: from hotels with
views to natural parks
and exclusive spaces for
well-being, up to dream
rooms – all designed
with materials from
Porcelanosa Group.
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Winter holidays

USA
ICELAND
RUSSIA
FRANCE
SPAIN

Idyllic exterior of the Áman Resort Amangani,
with views to the mountains of the
Grand Teton National Park and a luxury spa.
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USA

ICELAND

Amangani

Grindavík

Jackson, Wyoming
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Blue Lagoon

Amangani, the Áman Resort with panoramic views
to the mountains of the Grand Teton National Park.

Blue Lagoon, a natural spa with more than six million
litres of geothermic seawater. The lagoon where this medical

Located on the uppermost top of the East Gros Ventre Butte, outside
Jackson, this Áman Resort, besides its privileged location, is outstanding
for the spa services offered by its Amangani’s Health Center, in which the
guests have a wide range of body and facial massages, and health therapies,
at their disposal. Thus, mud, salt and seaweed-based treatments are in
high demand in its ‘wet room’, while beauty programmes and customised
exercises can also be enjoyed in the privacy of its suites. Remarkable is its
exterior 35-metre swimming pool, made in quartzite tiles in cold tones – it is
linked to another, smaller, hydro-massage swimming pool, which measures
roughly 10 metres: both with views to the mountains, and heated to about
27 °C (amanresorts.com).

spa is located is open to the public, but in reality, it will be in its private
area, which belongs to its medical facilities, where you will take the utmost
advantage of its water active ingredients: loaded with minerals, silicon
and seaweeds. With temperatures ranging between 37 ºC and 39 ºC, its
water is constantly renewed so that it is at all times free from bacteria
and its healthy benefits remain intact. The deep massages with oils are
very interesting – a service offered inside the very lagoon. In addition, you
will be able to bring back home a bit of the lagoon, since the products
Blue Lagoon Skin Care are made with natural ingredients and geothermic
seawater, known for its healing power and beneficial effects on the skin
(bluelagoon.com).
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RUSSIA

The Ritz-Carlton

Moscow

The Ritz-Carlton, an imposing building in Moscow’s
famous Red Square. Alongside the Kremlin, in the most symbolic
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space of the city, the Hotel Ritz does not only have privileged views from its
rooms and suites, but it also offers the most exclusive beauty treatments in
its spa, provided with an indoor heated swimming pool, ‘hotpool’, sauna and
Turkish baths. The firm ESPA runs this centre, and in its products we can
appreciate the fusion of the latest scientific advances, with the power of
European therapies, Eastern philosophy, and an influence of Ayurveda. Ask
for the ritual of energy regulation, practised with volcanic stones: thanks
to its basaltic lava stones (rich in minerals) and to aromatherapy oils, it
helps relaxation and dissolves stress. Finally, enjoy a traditional dinner at
its restaurant Caviarterra, and a cocktail in the terrace of its modern bar
O2 Lounge (ritzcarlton.com).

FRANCE

Les Airelles

Courchevel, Savoie

Les Airelles, in Courchevel ski
slopes. This charming, magic and delicate
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hotel, shaped as a fairytale cottage, is
certainly the perfect place to combine some
ski holidays with the relaxation, services and
attentions offered by any luxury resort. Set in
one of the most beautiful areas in the Alps,
it boasts a Spa Valmont, in which guests can
submerge into an unforgettable sensorial
universe in the company of the exclusive
cosmetic firm, whose chief objective is to
prolong youth and erase the signs of the
passage of time. Overall, 850m 2 containing
a water cascade, an interior and exterior
whirlpool bath, aromatic jet shower and its
singular snow grotto. Don’t go without trying
its Elixir des Glaciers, formulated with water
from the Val d’Hérens glacier (Switzerland),
which brims with minerals and has spectacular
results (evalmont.com; airelles.fr).

SPAIN

AC Baqueira

Baqueira, Lleida

AC Baqueira, a truly luxurious
but affordable five-star hotel. It is
conveniently set in the heart of The Pyrenees,
and its location, just a few steps from the
cable-car that leads up to the Baqueira-Beret
ski slopes, this hotel is perfect for enjoying
some real winter holidays: you won’t miss
sport nor, of course, the relaxation, attentions
and services of the much coveted Après Ski.
Its hall, lounges and spa are made in materials
from Porcelanosa Group, and you will rest
in its winter terrace or in front of the fireplace
in its bar, taste the gastronomy at its D’OC
Restaurant, or indulge yourself in its modern
and exclusive Well-being, Health and Relaxation
Centre – fitted with sauna, Turkish baths and
a big jacuzzi. In its rooms, the most modern
health, well-being and beauty treatments by the
Spanish de luxe cosmetic firm Natura Bissé are
applied (hotelacbaqueira.com). /

Urban relaxation
With materials from the
Porcelanosa Group, the
Hotel Hilton Madrid Airport
introduces itself as an
oasis of peace and quiet
for business travellers
who seek ﬁve-star luxury
and the most exclusive and
spotless spaces.
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CLOCKWISE. Corridors
accessing the rooms of
one of the towers, with a
balconied structure and
floors of ceramic stone,
Ston-Ker Lavagna Black
120 x 59.6 cm model, from
Venis; an exterior view of the
Hotel Hilton Madrid Airport
and Ferrum Bar, whose

highlights are contemporary
interior decoration and
amazing natural light.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Heated
hydro-therapeutic pool
and solarium area, with
retractable ceiling.

“Our responsibility has been, and still is, to bring
the light and warmth of our hospitality to every
corner of the world.” With this sentence, Conrad
Hilton, the company’s founder, summarizes to
perfection the philosophy behind the Hotel
Hilton Madrid Airport – a luxurious space (over
24,000 m2) designed by architect Miguel Oliver
and strategically placed: a five-minute drive
from Barajas Airport and at 15 minutes from the
centre of the capital.
Its two eight-floor towers, converging into an
ample hall, hold 284 rooms, ranging from suites
up to executive rooms. The latter have floors
from Porcelanosa Group, chosen for their
effectiveness against allergens – the reason why
they are ideal for asthmatic people or those who
seek extreme neatness in their travel stays.
Its Hilton Relaxation Rooms are worth
mentioning, for they constitute a new concept of
room created by designers and ergonomists, who
have studied space with utmost accuracy in order
to attain the strongest feelings of relaxation and
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FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.
King Executive Room,
with floor in the model
Ston-Ker Lavagna Black
120 x 59.6 cm, from
Venis (other Executive
rooms are designed in the
model Ston-Ker Osaka
Snow, 120 x 59.6 cm,
from Porcelanosa). The
headboard is hand-painted
with customised motifs.
Hilton Relaxation, whose
three distinct areas can
be appreciated, including
the bathroom (in the
photograph).
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well-being. As a result, they are divided into three
distinctly separate parts: the relaxation area, the
bathroom area and the work area.
The Hilton Meeting Halls (15 convention halls)
are fitted with state-of-the-art technological
novelties, and as regards leisure time, they have
a heated interior and a hydro-therapeutic pool
with solarium area, as well as retractable ceiling,
sauna, Turkish bath and fitness room.
The Hilton facilities are completed with its
Restaurante Reserva, in the south tower; La
Plaza, for casual dinners; and Ferrum Bar, with an
interior decoration based on a fusion of different
metals, contemporary furniture and small holes
carved into the wall shaped as constellations
through which natural light filters. /

PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD
■ A CORUÑA
SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR, S.L.
A CORUÑA Avda. Finisterre, 11b.
Tel. 981 279 431
BETANZOS Avda. Fraga Iribarne, 56.
Tel. 981 772 190
NEIRA & ORTEGAL, S.L.
FERROL Ctra. Catabois, 258.
Tel. 981 326 532
Fax 981 324 951
ORTIGUEIRA Cuiña. Ctra. C-642, s/n.
Tel. 981 400 880
Fax 981 400 883
JOSÉ OTERO
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA General
Pardiñas, 13-bajo.
Tel. 981 569 230
Alto del Montouto. Carretera de la
Estrada, Km. 3.
Tel. 981 509 270
Fax 981 819 334
PORCELANOSA
Pol. Comercial Costa Vella, s/n.
Tel. 981 530 901
■ ÁLAVA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ ARABA
VITORIA-GASTEIZ Los Herrán, 30.
Tel. 945 254 755
Fax 945 259 668
Paduleta, 53. Polígono Jundiz.
Tel. 945 244 250
Fax 945 247 877
■ ALBACETE
PORCELANOSA
Pol. Campollano, calle B, nº3.
Tel. 967 243 658
Fax 967 193 465
OLIVARES MATERIALES DE
CONSTRUCCIÓN
VILLAROBLEDO Avda. Reyes
Católicos, 168.
Tel. 967 138 105
Fax 967 138 023
■ ALICANTE
PORCELANOSA
ALICANTE Calle del Franco.
Pol. Las Atalayas, parcela VI.
Tel. 965 109 561
Fax 965 106 965
ALCOY Ctra. de Valencia,
Esq/Tirant lo Blanc, 27.
Tel. 965 333 758
Fax 965 333 767
ELCHE Ctra. Alicante, 2.
Tel. 966 610 676
Fax 966 610 700
SAN JUAN Ctra. Valencia, Km. 88.
Tel. 965 656 200
Fax 965 655 644
TORREVIEJA Avda. Cortes Valencianas,
58. Esquina Crucero Baleares.
Tel. 966 708 445
Fax 965 718 722
MATERIALS CONSTRUCCIÓ ROCA
ALTEA Bon Repós, s/n.
Edif. Glorieta I.
Tel. 965 841 507
HIJOS DE JUAN RIBES
BENISSA Avda. de la Estación, 2.
Tel. 965 730 419
CALPE Avda. Ejércitos Españoles,
Edificio Apolo VII, Local 10.
Tel./Fax 965 839 105
LLACER INSTALACIONES Y
SERVICIOS
DENIA Pedreguer, 10-12
Tel. 965 781 635
Fax 965 789 821
AZULEJOS JAVEA
JAVEA Liverpool, 4.
Tel. 965 791 036
ELDECO FLORENCIO CABALLERO
LA NUNCIA Ctra. BenidormLa Nuncia, Km. 9 (Complejo Trópico).
Tel. 966 874 360
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■ ALMERÍA
PORCELANOSA
ALMERÍA Avda. Mediterráneo, 2º tramo.
Tel. 950 143 567
Fax 950 142 067

EL EJIDO Ctra. N-340, Km. 411.
Tel. 950 483 285
Fax 950 486 500
VICAR Centro Comercial Viapark, Parc 1.
Tel. 950 325 575
Fax 950 338 651
■ ASTURIAS
GARCÍA MILLÁN
AVILÉS Gutiérrez Herrero, 11.
Tel. 985 549 744
Fax 985 544 543
OVIEDO Cerdeño, s/n.
Tel. 985 113 696
Fax 985 110 279
■ ÁVILA
PAVIMARSA
ÁVILA Pol. Ind. Vicolozano, parcela 2.
Tel. 920 259 820
Fax 920 259 821
■ BADAJOZ
GALLERY CERAMIC
BADAJOZ N-V Madrid-Lisboa, Km. 399.
Tel. 924 229 144
Fax 924 229 143
PORCELANOSA
MÉRIDA Avda. Princesa Sofía, 2.
Tel. 924 330 218
Fax 924 330 315
■ BARCELONA
PORCELANOSA
L’HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT
Ciències, 65. Gran Vía l’Hospitalet.
Tel. 932 642 500
Fax 932 007 036
COMERCIAL MAESTRO CANET
CANOVELLES Pol. Can Castells, nau 7-8.
Tel. 938 466 568
Fax 938 409 216
PRAT MATERIALS I MAQUINARIA
MANRESA Mossen Jacint
Verdaguer, 26.
Tel./Fax 938 741 903
NAVAS De Mujar, 52.
Tel. 938 204 033
Fax 938 204 098
AMARGANT PINEDA
PINEDA DE MAR Santiago Rusiñol, 96.
Tel. 937 671 416
Fax 937 670 894
CASANOVA
SABADELL Avda. Rafael Casanova, 24.
Tel. 937 481 015
Fax 937 274 834
ST. FRUITOS DE BAGÉS Ctra. De
Manresa a Berga, Km. 1. Naus 2-7.
Tel. 938 770 625
Fax 938 776 530
TERRASA Avda Can Jofresa, nau 4-5.
Cant Ptge. Marie Curie.
Tel. 902 934 094
Fax 902 934 099
GARRO
ST. BOI DE LLOBREGAT Ctra. Sta. Creu
de Calafell, km. 10,7.
Tel. 936 545 952
Fax 938 400 620
SUMCO
ST. PERE DE RIBES Ctra. De
Barcelona C-246, Km 42,4.
Tel. 938 933 016
Fax 938 741 066
VILLAFRANCA Pol. Ind. Domenys II.
Avda. Tarragona 136.
Tel. 938 933 066
Fax 938 936 004
AMARGANT SANT POL
SANT POL Passeig Parc, 1.
Tel. 937 600 112
Fax 937 600 411
JODUL
TARRADELL Ctra. de Vic, Km 5,8.
Tel. 938 800 800
Fax 938 126 054
JOAN DOT
TORELLÓ Ter, 50.
Tel. 938 504 646
Fax 938 504 286
■ BURGOS
CERÁMICA DE LAS MERINDADES

MEDINA DE POMAR Avda. Bilbao, 11.
Tel. 947 192 081
Fax 947 192 082
LA BUREBA
MIRANDA DE EBRO Camino Fuente
Basilio, s/n.
Tel. 947 323 351
Fax 947 314 589
BIGMAT FONTECHA
BURGOS Alcalde Martín Cobos, 15.
Naves 5 y 6.
Tel. 947 483 902
Fax 947 483 941
■ CÁCERES
PORCELANOSA
CÁCERES Avda. Juan Pablo II, 130.
Tel. 927 236 337
Fax 927 236 205
BIGMAT CAYUELA
MORALEJA Avda. Extremadura, 26.
Tel. 927 515 198
Fax 927 147 266
ALICATADORES ROMU, S.A.
PLASENCIA Avda. del Valle, 59.
Tel. 927 426 493
Fax 927 426 495
■ CÁDIZ
PORCELANOSA
EL PUERTO DE SANTA MARÍA
Pol. El Palmar. Carretera Madrid-Cádiz,
Km. 653,2.
Tel. 956 540 083
Fax 956 540 083
ALGECIRAS Ctra. de Málaga, Km. 109.
Tel. 956 635 282
Fax 956 635 285
CÁDIZ Avda. José León de Carranza,
esq. Plaza Jeréz.
Tel. 956 205 622
Fax 956 266 362
JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA Carretera
N-IV. Parque Empresarial, parcela D1.
Tel. 956 187 160
Fax 956 302 904
SAN FERNANDO Polígono Tres
Caminos, s/n.
Tel. 956 592 360
Fax 956 592 833
GRAVIGRES S.L.
CHICLANA Pol. Ind. Urbisur. Severo
Ochoa, 57.
Tel. 956 400 108
Fax 956 400 650
ALMECOR
OLVERA Llana, 47.
Tel./Fax 956 120 776
DOCURRI
UBRIQUE Fernando Quiñones, 1.
Tel. 956 461 838
Fax 956 460 384
AZULGRIF
VILLAMARTIN Rosario, 9.

Tel. 956 730 687
Fax 956 730 911
■ CANTABRIA
PORCELANOSA
SANTANDER Avda. Parayas, s/n.
Tel. 942 352 510
Fax 942 352 638
TORRELAVEGA Boulevard Demetrio
Herrero, 1.
Tel. 942 835 026
Fax 942 881 787
■ CASTELLÓN
PORCELANOSA
CASTELLÓN DE LA PLANA Asensi, 9.
Tel. 964 239 162
Fax 964 238 930
VILLARREAL Ctra. VillarrealOnda, Km. 3.
Tel. 964 506 800
Fax 964 525 418
VINAROZ Ctra. N-340, Km. 1.050,1.
Tel. 964 400 944
Fax 964 400 650
■ CEUTA
BAEZA
CEUTA Ampliación muelle de
Poniente, 96.
Tel. 956 511 312
Fax 956 511 309
■ CIUDAD REAL
PORCELANOSA
CIUDAD REAL
Ctra. de Carrión, Km. 1.
Tel. 926 251 730
Fax 926 255 741
ALCAZAR DE SAN JUAN
Corredera, 56.
Tel./Fax 926 546 727
TOMELLOSO Avda. de los Industriales,
parcela 9.
Tel. 926 259 206
Fax 926 529 207
■ CÓRDOBA
PORCELANOSA
CÓRDOBA Ctra. Nacional IV, Km. 404.
Pol. de Torrecilla.
Tel. 957 760 024
Fax 957 760 123
JOSE SÁNCHEZ CARRETERO
CASTRO DEL RÍO Ronda Vieja
Salud, 68.
Tel. 957 372 775
Fax 957 372 775
FRAPECO DECO S.L.
LUCENA Ejido Plaza de Toros.
Tel. 957 509 334
ANTONIO HIDALGO SALIDO
MONTILLA Avda. Andalucía, 36.
Tel. 957 651 726

JUAN PRIETO E HIJOS S.L.
VILLA DEL RIO Carretera Bujalance, s/n.
Tel. 957 177 693
Fax 957 177 335
■ CUENCA
MAT. CONST. MARTÍNEZ ORTEGA
CASAS DE HARO Dos de Mayo, 28.
Tel./Fax 969 380 708
PORCELANOSA
CUENCA Hermanos Becerril, 6 bajo.
Tel. 969 233 200
Fax 969 234 475
VICENTE DE LOS RIOS S.A.
TARANCÓN Ctra. Madrid-Valencia, 81.
Tel. 969 321 323
Fax 969 321 334
ALMACENES PAÑOS S.L.
VILLANUEVA DE LA JARA
Camino de Rubielos, 8.
Tel./Fax 969 498 000
■ GIRONA
OLIVERAS
ANGLÁS Verneda, 5.
Tel. 972 423 018
Fax 972 423 051
CORNELLA DEL TERRI Ctra. De Girona
a Banyoles, Km. 12,8.
Tel. 972 594 131
Fax 972 594 552
FIGUERES Ctra. N-II Km. 759.
Tel. 972 672 259
Fax 972 672 255
LES PRESSES Pol. Ind. Les Presses.
Parcella 20.
Tel. 972 694 704
Fax 972 693 003
PALOL D’ONYAR-QUART Ctra.
Comarcal C-250, Km. 4,3.
Tel. 972 468 119
Fax 972 468 123
BRECOR S.L.
BLANES Ctra. Tordera, 79.
Tel. 972 336 062
Fax 972 358 482
MATERIALES CREIXELL
ESCLANYÀ-BEGUR Palafrugel
Regencos P.I. Riera Esclanya, 1.
Tel. 972 300 628
Fax 972 610 772
■ GRANADA
TECMACER
ARMILLA Avda. San Rafael (Junto
Sprinter).
Tel. 958 253 081
Fax 958 183 367
■ GUIPÚZCOA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
GUIPUZKOA
SAN SEBASTIÁN Pol. Belartza.
Fernando Múgika, 15.

Tel. 943 376 966
Fax 943 376 841
■ HUELVA
PORCELANOSA
HUELVA Ctra. Tráfico Pesado, s/n.
Pol. La Paz.
Tel. 959 543 600
Fax 959 234 652
■ HUESCA
BERGES CENTRO COMERCIAL
FRAGA Avda. Aragón, 70
Tel./Fax 974 471 439
PORCELANOSA
HUESCA Pol. Sepes. Ronda la Industria
1-3. Nave C.
Tel. 974 242 738
Fax 974 242 676
■ ISLAS BALEARES
PORCELANOSA
PALMA DE MALLORCA Avda. Alexandre
Rosselló, 34 (Cont. Joan Maure Bisbe).
Tel. 971 775 696
Gran Vía Asima, 21. Pol. Son Castelló.
Tel. 971 430 667
Fax 971 297 094
INCA (MALLORCA) Pagesos s/n.
Pol. Inca.
Tel. 971 507 650
Fax 971 507 656
SANT ANTONI DE PORTMANY (IBIZA)
Pol. Monte Cristo, s/n. Ctra. Ibiza.
Tel. 971 317 292
Fax 971 317 293
MAGATZEM SES FORQUES
LLUCMAJOR (MALLORCA) Doctor
Fleming, 10.
Tel. 971 662 114
Fax 971 662 816
■ JAÉN
PORCELANOSA
JAÉN Polígono Olivares. Carretera
Bailén-Motril, Km 323.
Tel./Fax 953 284 035
HNOS. MESA QUESADA
CAMPILLOS DE ARENAS Ctra.
Casablanca, s/n.
Tel. 953 309 523
VIFERSAN S.L.
HUELMA Virgen de la Fuensanta, 61.
Tel. 953 391 413
HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ S.L.
LINARES Ctra. Torreblascopedro, s/n.
Tel./Fax 953 693 423
ÚBEDA Avda. de la Libertad, 88.
Tel./Fax 953 735 168
MAT. CONST. Y SAN. HIJOS
MARTÍN SÁNCHEZ
VILLACARRILLO José Rodero
Mataran, 53.
Tel. 953 454 167

Fax 973 353 410
EXCLUSIVAS DE HORMIGÓN
PREFABRICADO
LLEIDA Ctra. Tarragona, Km. 40.
Tel. 973 202 350
Fax 973 203 113
RAMÓN MEDA
TÀRREGA Avda. Tarragona s/n.
Tel. 973 312 900
Fax 973 310 220
COMERCIAL RIBERA
VIELHA Ctra. França, 40 (Mig Aran).
Tel. 973 641 460
Fax 973 642 271
■ LUGO
ALMACENES BAHÍA S.L.
FOZ Maestro Lugilde, 6.
Tel. 982 140 957
ARIAS NADELA
LUGO Tolda de Castilla, s/n.
Tel. 982 245 725
■ MADRID
PORCELANOSA
LEGANÉS Avda. Recomba, 13. Pol. La
Laguna. Salida 53-M50.
Tel. 914 819 200
Fax 916 930 292
ALCOBENDAS Parque Río Norte.
Tel. 916 623 232
Fax 916 624 607
ALCORCÓN Ctra. N-V, Km. 15,5.
Parque Oeste de Alcorcón.
Tel. 916 890 172
Fax 916 890 170
MADRID Ortega y Gasset, 62. Esquina
Conde Peñalver.
Tel. 914 448 460
Fax 914 025 111
Alcalá, 514.
Tel. 917 545 161
Fax 917 545 555
■ MÁLAGA
PORCELANOSA
MÁLAGA Avda. Velázquez, 77.
Tel. 952 241 375
Fax 952 240 092
ANTEQUERA Río de la Villa, 3. Pol.
Industrial.
Tel. 952 701 819
Fax 952 843 751
MARBELLA Avda. Ricardo Soriano, 65.
Tel. 952 826 868
Fax 952 822 880
■ MELILLA
MELIRIF S.L.
MELILLA Paseo Marítimo Mir Berlanga,
23. Edificio Athena. Local 1.
Tel. 952 696 174
Fax 952 696 331

■ LEÓN
PORCELANOSA
SAN ANDRÉS DEL RABANEDO Ctra.
León-Astorga, Km. 3,5.
Tel. 987 801 570
Fax 987 801 475

■ MURCIA
PORCELANOSA
MURCIA Avda. Juan de Borbón, s/n.
Parque Comercial Thader.
Tel. 968 879 527
Fax 981 831 725
CARAVACA DE LA CRUZ Avda. Ctra.
Granada, 20.
Tel. 968 705 647
Fax 968 705 648
CARTAGENA Belgrado. Parcela 81.
Pol. Industrial Cabezo Beaza.
Tel. 968 529 302
Fax 968 528 362
LORCA Ctra. de Granada, 127.
Pol. Ind. Los Peñones.
Tel. 968 478 130
Fax 968 470 820
YECLA Avda. de la Paz, 195.
Tel./Fax 968 718 048

■ LLEIDA
PRETENSADOS RIBERA
EL PONT DE SUERT Ctra. N-230,
Km. 124,5.
Tel. 973 690 063
Fax 973 690 400
MATERIALS PIRINEU
LA SEU D’URGEL Ctra. de Lleida, 28.
Tel. 973 351 850

■ NAVARRA
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
MUTILVA BAJA Pol. Ctra. Tajonar, Calle
2, Naves 2-4.
Tel. 948 239 065
Fax 948 230 503
PAMPLONA Navas de Tolosa, s/n.
Tel. 948 224 000
Fax 948 226 424

■ LA RIOJA
RIOJACER
LOGROÑO Avda. de Burgos, 43.
Tel. 941 286 021
Fax 941 202 271
■ LAS PALMAS
PORC. Y PAV. CANARIOS
LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA Avda.
Mesa y López, 63.
Tel. 928 472 949
Fax 928 472 944

TUDELA Ctra. Tudela-Tarazona.
Pol. Ctro. de Servicios de Tudela.
Tel. 948 848 365
Fax 948 848 573
CERÁMICAS CECILIO CHIVITE
CIENTRUÉNIGO Pol. Ind. s/n.
Variante N-113.
Tel. 948 811 973
Fax 948 815 249
■ OURENSE
GREMASA MNL ABAD
SABUCEDO S.L.
OURENSE Nosa Señora da Sainza, 48.
Tel. 988 391 114
Fax 988 250 413
■ PALENCIA
CANTALAPIEDRA
PALENCIA Juan Ramón Jiménez, 4-6.
Tel. 979 706 421
Fax 979 702 652
■ PONTEVEDRA
SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES
SEIXO, MARÍN Doctor Otero Ulloa, 1.
Tel. 986 702 041
Fax 986 702 080
VIGO García Barbón, 139-B.
Tel. 986 228 806
GREMASA MOS
VIGO Urzaiz, 13.
Tel. 986 224 100
Fax 986 220 249
■ SALAMANCA
PORCELANOSA
SALAMANCA Pol. Villares. Ctra.
Salamanca-Valladolid, Km. 2,5.
Tel. 923 243 811
Fax 923 123 414
■ SANTA CRUZ DE
TENERIFE
PORC. Y PAV. CANARIOS
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE
Avda. 3 de Mayo, 18.
Tel. 922 209 595
Fax 922 209 596
Abenguareme, 3.
Tel. 922 412 143
Fax 922 420 012
LOS LLANOS DE ARIDANE Las
Rosas, s/n.
Tel. 922 461 112
Fax 922 461 166
■ SEGOVIA
SEGOCER
EL ESPINAR Ctra. MadridA Coruña, Km. 64.
Tel. 921 172 426
Fax 921 171 828
SEGOVIA José Zorrilla, 134.
Tel. 921 444 122
■ SEVILLA
PORCELANOSA
SEVILLA Pol. Ind. La Negrilla.
Tipografía s/n (Autovía A-92,
dirección Granada).
Tel. 954 579 595
Fax 954 578 304
DOS HERMANAS Parque Cial., Zona 2.
Doctor Fleming, Sector 13, Parcela 3.
Tel./Fax 955 661 368
TOMARES San Roque, s/n. Polígono
El Manchón.
Tel. 954 152 792
Fax 954 153 188
UTRERA Ctra. Utrera-Arahal,
Km. 77,325. Écija-Jerez s/n.
Doña Juana Gonzalez, 2.
Tel. 955 867 612
HERNÁNDEZ CARBALLO S.L.
LORA DEL RÍO Betis s/n.
Tel. 955 800 473
Fax 955 801 439
■ SORIA
MAT. CONSTRUCCIÓN
ODORICIO S.L.
SORIA Pol. Las Casas-II. Calles A y J,
parcela 201.

Tel. 975 233 228
Fax 975 232 188
■ TARRAGONA
MONSERRATE ESTIL CERAMIC S.L.
CAMBRILS Pol. Ind. Belianes nau 5.
Ctra. Cambrils-Montbrió.
Tel. 977 364 900
Fax 977 364 953
VIUDA DE ANTONIO FONT
EL VEDRELL Valls, 12.
Tel. 977 660 794
Fax 977 662 217
SEGURA DISSENY S.L.
REUS Plz. Del Nen de les Oques, 8.
Tel. 977 312 502
Fax 977 317 211
CONSTRUCCIONS CIURO
RODA DE BARA Acceso a Roda de
Bara, Km. 1.
Tel. 977 802 951
Fax 977 802 012
RAMÓN MAGRIÑA BATALLA
Montblanc, 14.
Tel. 977 600 210
Fax 977 603 302
■ TERUEL
GARGÓN
TERUEL Pol. La Paz, p. 143-149.
Tel. 978 609 661
■ VALENCIA
PORCELANOSA
ALBUIXECH Avda. Mediterráneo,
parcela 6. Pol. Ind. del Mediterráneo.
Tel. 961 400 561
Fax 961 401 078
GANDÍA Camí Vell de Daimus,
parcela 307.
Tel. 962 965 105
Fax 962 965 980
PATERNA Zona Cial. Heron City, Pista
Ademuz, S. 6-7 - Calle V-1. Parc.1
Sec.14.
Tel. 963 160 348
Fax 963 160 599
SEDAVÍ Avenida Mediterráneo, 28.
Zona Cial. de Sedaví.
Tel. 963 185 021
Fax 963 180 094
VALENCIA Colón, 56.
Tel. 963 530 230
Fax 963 531 688
Prolongación Paseo Alameda, 51.
Tel. 963 319 098
Fax 963 306 722
■ VALLADOLID
CANTALAPIEDRA
VALLADOLID Don Sancho, 3/5.
Tel. 983 217 921
Fax 983 308 292
Ctra. de Soria A-24, Km. 5.
Tel. 983 217 010
Fax 983 200 921
■ VIZCAYA
BILBU
AMOREBIETA Barrio Boroa, s/n.

Tel. 946 731 158
Fax 946 733 265
BILBAO Iturriaga, 78.
Tel. 944 113 018
Fax 944 128 637
Alameda Recalde, 39-41.
Tel. 944 218 625
Fax 944 218 879
■ ZAMORA
PORCELANOSA
ZAMORA Avda. Cardenal Cisneros, s/n.
Tel. 980 519 283
Fax 980 529 404
■ ZARAGOZA
PORCELANOSA
ZARAGOZA Autovía de Logroño, Km. 2.
Tel. 976 403 131
Fax 976 300 094
Plataforma Logística. Taormina, 2.
Tel. 876 269 500
Fax 876 269 389
Parque Comercial Puerto Venecia.
Tel. 976 930 800
Fax 976 930 603

INTERNATIONAL
ALBANIA Tirana
ARGENTINA Buenos Aires/ Mar
del Plata/ Mendoza
ARMENIA Yerevan
AUSTRALIA Adelaide/
Brisbane/ Hobart/ Launceston/
Melbourne/ Newcastle West/ Perth/
Sydney/ Sunshine Coast
AUSTRIA Graz/ Linz/ Salzburg
AZERBAIJAN Baku
BAHRAIN Manamah
BELGIUM Heist-op-den-berg
BERMUDA Pembroke
BOLIVIA Santa Cruz
BOSNIAHERZEGOVINA Banja Luka/
Citluk/ Sarajevo
BRAZIL Parana-Campo Largo
BULGARIA Blagoevgrad/
Burgas/ Petric/ Plovdiv/ Sofia/ Varna
BYELORUSSIA Gomel/ Minsk
CAMBODIA Phnom Penh
CAMEROON Douala
CANADA Moncton/ Vancouver/
Woodbridge
CHILE Santiago de Chile
CHINA Beijing/ Chongqing/
Dalian/ Fuzhou/ Guangzhou/ Haikou/
Hangzhou/ Hong Kong/ Kunming/
Shanghai/ Shenzhen/ Wenzhou/
Wuhan/ Wuxi/ Xian
COLOMBIA Cali
CONGO REPUBLIC
Kinshasa
COSTA RICA San José
CROATIA Dubrovnik/ Porec/
Pula/ Rijeka/ Split/ Varazdin/ Zagreb
CYPRUS Limassol
CZECH REPUBLIC Liberec/
Prague

DENMARK Glostrup
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Santo Domingo
ECUADOR Guayaquil/ Quito
EGYPT Cairo
EL SALVADOR San Salvador
ESTONIA Tallinn
FINLAND Vantaa
FRANCE Ajaccio/ Arcueil/
Aubagne/ Beaucouze/ Besançon/
Biguglia/ Brest/ Chambray les Tours/
Champagne au Mont d’Or/ Chasseneuil
du Poitou/ Chenôve/ Coignières/
Guerande/ La Chapelle Saint Aubin/
La Roche-sur-Yon/ Les Pennes
Mirabeau (Plan de Campagne)/
Lezennes/ Lorient/ Marsac/ Merignac/
Mondeville/ Montigny/ Nîmes/ Olivet/
Orvault/ Perols/ Saint-Gregoire/
Sotteville les Rouen/ Vannes/
Vendenheim/ Vert Saint Denis/
Wittenheim
FRENCH GUIANA Cayenne
GEORGIA Tbilisi
GERMANY Aschaffenburg/
Bad Salzuflen/ Bautzen/ Beeskow/
Bergisch-Gladbach/ Berlin/ Boffzen/
Bottrop/ Bruchsal/ Burgstädt/
Crailsheim/ Dortmund/ Elterlein/
Erkrath/ Frankfurt/ Freiburg/ Fulda/
Gera/ Görlitz/ Hafen Nuremberg/
Hamburg/ Haren/ EMS/ Itzehoe/
Karlstadt/ Kehl/ Koblenz/ Kranichfeld/
Löbnitz/ Mainz/ Meschede/
Münster/ Munich/ Nordhausen/
Plauen/ Postdam OT Fahrland/
Radebeul/ Reutlingen/ Ronnenberg/
Schramberg/ Schwabach/ StuhrMoordrecht/ Stuttgart/ Völklinger/
Vs-Schwenningen/ Weinsberg/
Wiesbaden-Biebrich/ Zwethau
GREECE Attica/ Athens/
Larissa/ Lefkada/ Loannina/ Serres/
Thessalonica
GUADELOUPE (WEST
INDIES) Baie Mahault/ Saint
Bartholomew
GUATEMALA Guatemala City
HAITI Puerto Príncipe/ Petionville
HUNGARY Budapest/ Debrecen/
Eger/ Gyongyus/ Miskolc
ICELAND Reykjavik
INDIA New Delhi
INDONESIA Jakarta
IRAN Teheran
IRELAND Cork/ Dublin/
Waterford
ISRAEL Haifa/ Bnei Brak/
Raanana/ Rishon LeZion/ Jerusalem
ITALY Andria/ Bologna/ Corsico/
Sassuolo/ Rome
IVORY COAST Abidjan
JERSEY ISLAND St. Saviour
JORDAN Amman
KAZAKHSTAN Almaty/
Stroymart
KOSOVO Pristina
KUWAIT Safat
LATVIA Riga
LEBANON Beirut

LIBYA Benghazi/ Tripoli
LITHUANIA Alytus
MACEDONIA Skopje
MALTA Birkirkara
MARTINIQUE
(FRENCH ANTILLES)
Le Lamentin
MEXICO Interlomas/
Tlalnepantla
MOLDAVIA Chisinau
MONTENEGRO Bar
MOROCCO Casablanca/
Marrakech/ Rabat/ Tangier
NEPAL Kathmandu
NETHERLANDS Venlo
NEW ZEALAND Auckland
NICARAGUA Managua
OMAN
PAKISTAN Karachi
PANAMA Panama City
PERU Lima
PHILIPPINES Makati/ Manila
POLAND Bialystok/ BielskoBiala/ Czestochowa/ Gliwice/ Gorzów/
Jelenia/ Katowice/ Kielce/ Krakow/
Lodz/ Lublin/ Opole/ Poznan/ Radom/
Rzeszow/ Sopot/ Szczecin/ Torun/
Warsaw/ Wroclaw
PORTUGAL Adroana/ Guia
Albufeira/ Lisbon/ Porto/ Viseu
PRINCIPALITY OF
ANDORRA Andorra la Vella
QATAR
REUNION ISLAND Saint
Denis/ Saint Pierre
RUMANIA Bacau/ Brasov/
Bucharest/ Constanta/ Craiova/ Iasi/
Oradea/ Pitesti/ Ploiesti
RUSSIA Bryansk/ Ekaterinburg/
Irkutsk/ Kazan/ Krasnodar/
Krasnoyarsk/ Makhachkala/ Moscow/
Novosibirsk/ Rostov-na-Donu/ Samara/
Sochi/ Petersburg/ Stavropol/ Surgut/
Tyumen
SAUDI ARABIA Jeddah/
Riyadh
SENEGAL Dakar
SERBIA Belgrade/ Novi Sad
SINGAPORE Singapore
SLOVENIA Ljubljana/ Maribor
SOUTH AFRICA Cape Town/
Durban/ Johannesburg
SOUTH KOREA Seoul
SUDAN Khartoum
SWEDEN Danderyd/
Enköping/ Hässleholm/ Malmö/
Mölndal
SWITZERLAND Basel/ Bern/
Cressier/ Geneva/ Lanquart/ Losone/
Lucerne/ Pura/ Schlieren
SYRIA
TAIWAN Kaohsiung/ Tainan/
Taipei
THAILAND Bangkok
TOGO Lome
TUNISIA Tunis/ Tunis Cedex
TURKEY Istanbul
UKRAINE Donetsk/ Kharkov/
Kiev/ Odessa
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES Abu Dhabi
UNITED KINGDOM
Bangor/ Birmingham/ Bristol/
Cardiff/ Croydon/ Doncaster/
Edinburgh/ Exeter/ Fulham/ Glasgow/
Kenley/ Leeds/ Leicester/
London/ Manchester/ Newcastle/
New Watford/ Norwich/ Nottingham/
Peterborough/ Reading/
Sheffield/ Solihull/ Southampton/
Warrington
URUGUAY Montevideo
USA Anaheim/ Boston/ Chicago/
East Brunswick/ Dallas/ Miami/
Paramus/ Pompano Beach/ Ramsey/
Riverside/ Rockville/ San José/
Westbury
PORCELANOSA NYC
New York Design Center
200 Lexington Ave, suite 609
New York, NY 10016
Tel. 212 252 7370
VENEZUELA Caracas
YEMEN
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WE’LL BE TALKING ABOUT...

Naval reminiscence
Eduardo Souto de Moura, one
of the most relevant and iconic
Portuguese architects of our time, is in charge
of the design of the Viana do Castelo Multipurpose Pavillion,
a multi-functional space that will accommodate cultural and
sports events in this small port city in the north of Portugal.
With a budget of e12 million and a total area of 8,706.7 m2,
the pavilion will be aligned in its southern side with one of the
buildings planned by architect Fernando Távora. Its aesthetics
seek to be associated with the characteristic style of naval
architecture – not in vain it will be placed alongside the ship
Gil Eannes, property of the Gil Eannes Foundation and, since
1998, on public display within the commercial port of Viana do
Castelo. The main entrances will be sited in the north and south
ends, and the staff entrances in the rest of the raised areas. Its
interior will be ample and permeable, and it will allow for a view
to the sea from the main floor. /

The Viana do Castelo
Multipurpose Pavilion,
whose image recalls naval
architecture, will be located
within the city’s commercial
port, and next to the ship
Gil Eannes.
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LOFT IN AUSTRALIA

Living in the
antipodes

Porcelanosa Group conquers the Australian continent
led by the construction company Stonehaven Homes
and its architectural project Lloyd Residence.
Text: ANDREW GORDON
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Photos: MICHAEL KAI

Awarded on multiple occasions, Stonehaven Homes, an Australian
construction company from Melbourne, has recently completed a
spectacular residence in the exclusive suburb called Glen Iris – the
city’s financial heart: it is Darren Lloyd, a contemporary loft in Southeast
Melbourne, remarkable for its ample and open spaces, as well as for
its neutral colours and exquisite design, in which traditional details are
interwoven in a natural and spontaneous way with the most modern,
technological and innovative materials.
With extensive experience in customised home design, architect Roman
Franetic, Design Director and a Stonehaven Homes partner, leads a team

OPPOSITE PAGE
Exterior of the residence
Darren Lloyd.
ABOVE
Floor in grey wood finish:
Anthracite Plank 120 x
19.3 cm, from Porcelanosa.
And Line Anthracite 100 x
33.3 cm, from Venis, in wall
covering.
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ABOVE
Kitchen and lounge are
masterly connected without
any division, bringing
about a space in which the
white and black colours
harmoniously contrast:
Floor in Anthracite Plank
120 x 19.3 cm, from
Porcelanosa.
RIGHT
The metallic finish
in the bar counter is
outstanding: Linear Steel
120 x 59.6 cm, from
Porcelanosa.
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of architects devoted to creating spaces that maximize the advantages
of the site and instils a laid-back atmosphere and a personal style in all
their works.
Nothing has been left to chance. Modern concepts – inspired by
architectural and stylish finishes – have been cleverly incorporated
into each and every corner of this visionary and contemporary home.
Painstaking attention to detail, and sustainability and craftsmanship applied
to this particular space guarantee once again that Stonehaven Homes
maintains its avant-garde position in design within the wide panorama of
construction in Australia.
Thanks to the products from Porcelanosa Group and Earp Bros
Australia (the project’s distributor), interior designer Angela Gardiner, from
Mayzon Design, has achieved an ideal combination between traditional
inspirations and the most up-to-date de luxe finishes. From the classical
wooden look of walls (obtained thanks to ceramic Walnut Block) combined
with the metallic finishes of Metalker in the main bathroom, to the model
Anthracite Plank – present in the main rooms, and also in the kitchen and

the hall – to the model Linear Steel, used in the front of the Earp Bros bar
counter, have helped the designer to attain a perfect combination of the
modern and the classical.
Also surprising is the model Ferroker combined with the Mosaic Touch
Silver in the main bathroom, for it creates a feeling of vitality and Roman
grandeur. And Line Anthracite, applied in the laundry and downstairs toilet,
is brilliantly combined with the model Anthracite Plank in order to create
a mirror-like finish that enhances the natural light and the angles in this
modern, timeless home.
Intelligent and contemporary designs, together with unrivalled attention
to detail, turn the project Lloyd Residence into a new architectural referent
for the city of Melbourne. And all thanks to the teamwork of Stonehaven
Homes, Earp Bros and Porcelanosa Group, who feels satisfied from
having landed in the Australian continent in such good company, since
its aim for the future is to consolidate itself in Australia as the most
advanced supplier of ceramic tiles, both for its finishes and design and
for its technology. /

CLOCKWISE, FROM
LEFT
Shower wood finish:
Walnut Block (all sizes)
21.9 x 66 cm, 14.5 x 66
cm, and 10.9 x 66 cm,
from Venis; walls and floors
in this space: Ferroker
66 x 44 cm, from Venis;
floor beside the bathtub:
Metalker 66 x 44 cm, from
Venis, and Walnut Block
(all sizes), from Venis, in
wall covering; a detail of
the wall beside the basin:
Walnut Block (all sizes),
from Venis.
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